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Paper Cup at a Coffee Shop   Logan Moody
Do not microwave. 
You will not have the opportunity to microwave this cup, as it is not for you. 
This cup contains more than the beverage you have purchased, it contains a small portion 
of your hope. 
Please handle with care.
When handling this cup to the person you are considering your coffee date, please use 
two hands. 
If the person you are considering your coffee date arrives late, remember not to microwave. 
If the person you are considering your coffee date is not completely satisfied with this beverage 
for any reason, this may reflect on you and/or your poor choice regarding what kind of 
beverage the person you are considering your coffee date would enjoy, revealing a fundamental 
issue in your compatibility with the person you are considering your coffee date. 
If you are not completely satisfied with this beverage for any reason other than the 
aforementioned compatibility issue, we will gladly refund your purchase. 
Remember, the person you are considering your coffee date may not consider you their 
coffee date.
If you are not completely satisfied with this outcome for any reason, we apologize. 
When enjoying this beverage, notice any signs that the person you are considering your coffee 
date also enjoys their beverage, denoting a minor instance of success in compatibility between 
you and the person you are considering your coffee date. 
When enjoying this beverage, the person you are considering your coffee date may not enjoy 
you as much as you enjoy them. 
This cup is made of 100 % recyclable materials. 
We ask that you be respectful of your fellow customers and keep your voice down as you enjoy 
this beverage, as they may not want to hear you and the person you are considering your coffee 
date discuss hometowns, prior broken bones, hobbies, etc. as they enjoy their beverages. 
If you are satisfied with this beverage, please let our baristas know by ringing the bell. 
If you are satisfied with what you are considering a coffee date, please let the person you are 
considering your coffee date know by sending them a text message no less than four hours 
The Gravity of a Life   Elizabeth Ponds
I’ve got my ambitions, but I need the gravity of a situation. 
I’m situated in the dead zone.
It’s the Zone of Avoidance where telescopes will not discover me –
A lone planet sustaining life.
I’ve got a constellation, but I need the glitter of the Milky Way.
I’m waylaid by the weak force;
It’s the force of our natures pushing and pulling without relief –
A dozen fixed orbital patterns.
 I need to 
  b   r      e         a           k  away.
No, I don’t need to be Kelly Clarkson.
I need the gravity of a life
That drags me off my orbital plane to careen into a fiery wormhole.
I need out of this inner space
That pulls me in my circles on the way to nowhere but here.
I need the gravity of a life
That takes me through hyperspace to a zone of endurance.
This  emp    ty  floating can fuck off into the void. 
